Do you have a love for nurturing the inner growth and emerging independence
of toddlers? Does the curious and exploratory nature of a toddler enrich your
own sense of wonder and creativity? Do you feel a sense of peace and joy in a
classroom? Want to work in a collaborative and respectful environment that
supports your personal and professional growth? If so, please reach out now to
learn more about this opportunity.
Snowdrop Montessori School, A Wildflower School in Haverhill, MA: Seeking
a Montessori Toddler Teacher or Teacher Assistant
Our Schools
Wildflower schools are very small -- typically one- to two-classrooms, who are committed to equity,
and unite intentionally diverse communities of children, families and teachers in a shared pursuit of
interconnectedness, justice and peace. Wildflower schools are Montessori schools with certified
teachers who embrace the qualities of authentic Montessori education - mixed ages, the full
complement of materials for each age group, and a child-led, individualized approach within a
beautiful, peaceful environment. Embedded within this beautiful diversity of experiences and
perspectives, there are n
 ine principles t hat unite our schools.

Which Candidates Will be Considered?
As a qualified candidate you will have:
● A background working in toddler-aged communities- You have deep experience working
with 0-3 year old children and you want to explore the possibilities beyond conventional
education.
● Entrepreneurial spirit- Your default mode is “yes.” You are flexible, open-minded, see
opportunity in obstacles, and are energized by using creativity and resourcefulness to create
solutions to problems.
● Commitment to serving diverse and multifaceted communities- You are eager to expand
access to quality early education for racially and socioeconomically diverse communities and
are committed to supporting the development of intersectional communities.
● Generosity of spirit- You live with kindness, practice gratitude and lead with love. You seek
advice openly and are comfortable working in a non-hierarchical organization.

● A desire to learn and grow- You are eager to stretch beyond your current experience, to
develop new skills and expertise and to more fully explore your purpose and potential. Free
Montessori training may be available to candidates that demonstrate a commitment to
continual growth in a Montessori environment.
● Members of the Global Majority and native Spanish speakers are strongly encouraged to
inquire as we aim to support our community of multicultural and Latino families.

Snowdrop Montessori School invites you to learn more about the opportunity
to work as a toddler teacher or assistant in a new Wildflower school in
Haverhill, Massachusetts. Please send an email to set a time to discuss
employment opportunities to info@snowdropmontessori.org

